
Enhancing a client’s POS-to-Time 
Integration Solution to meet their 
changing business needs

About Flix Brewhouse
Cinema Breweries, parent company of Flix Brewhouse in Round Rock, Texas, 

is the only first run movie theatre in the world to incorporate a microbrewery. 

Guests enjoy award-winning craft beer and delicious food on an a la carte basis as 

they enjoy newly released movies.

The Problem
Already an IDI client of a few years, Flix Brewhouse was having an issue with how 

their Point-of-Sale system records employees’ breaks. This was a significant 

compliance concern, so their payroll administrator, Kelly, contacted IDI for help. 

Her IDI solution was already connecting her POS system and her time and 
attendance system, and she was hoping IDI could also be configured to properly 

classify the break time. As a last resort she would need to explore a new POS 

system, or incur significant charges to customize their existing POS.

The Solution
IDI’s Support Team was ready and available to analyze Flix Brewhouse’s current 

business needs. With the addition of job transfer logic and rules that interpret the 

POS punch data, the right level of detail could be sent, enabling their time and 

attendance system to be the system of record for employee meals and break 

logic. Kelly was happy to learn that there was no need to change  

POS systems.

IDI’s Employee Punch Times Integration solution automates the transfer of 

punch and tip data for many clients in Restaurant/Hospitality industries who use 

different collection devices for employee punches, such as a Point-of-Sale device.  

We can automate the import of those employee in/out times, tips and non-worked 

hours from other systems and apply tip pooling/allocation policies for import into 

payroll. The IDI solution allows clients to benefit from avoiding dual punching in 

the POS and a time system and delivers the accuracy and automation of the data 

exchange.
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I can’t thank you 
enough for this! Thank 
you very much for your 
time and understanding 
and taking my issue to 
complete resolution all 
within a reasonable 
time frame!
Kelly F.,
Cinema Breweries, Inc.

To automate the transfer of 
punch and tip data we offer 
our Employee Punch Times  
Integration Solution. Looking 
for more solutions that deliver 
peace of mind? Contact IDI:

Visit our website: idesign.com 

Call us: 866-846-3226 

Email us: sales@idesign.com
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